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ACROSS
01) Unclean until ____ is the priest who touches
an unclean animal.
02) This sacrifice was to be done “at your own
will.”
04) Of the priests it is said: I, the Lord, do ____
them.
08) Aaron’s sons were to keep the ordinance or
bear ____ for it and die.
09) Neither shall ye ____ my holy name.
11) The iniquity of ____.
12) For a vow, a lamb with anything ____, was
not accepted.

DOWN
01) The earliest/youngest a sheep could be
offered was this day.
03) Could not eat of the holy thing.
05) The man who is seed of ____ and a leper
shall not eat the holy thing.
06) Unwittingly eating of the holy thing caused
a ____ part penalty.
07) If a ____, a priest’s daughter, who had
married a stranger, could eat of the
holy thing.
09) A ____ offering for a vow required a perfect
sacrifice.
10) Three times here the Lord spake unto him.

Number Position

Clue

Answer

1

A

Unclean until ____ is the priest who touches an unclean animal.

Even (7)

2

A

This sacrifice was to be done “at your own will.”

Thanksgiving
(29)

4

A

Of the priests it is said: I, the Lord, do ____ them.

Sanctify (9)

8

A

Aaron’s sons were to keep the ordinance or bear ____ for it and die.

Sin (9)

9

A

Neither shall ye ____ my holy name.

Profane (32)

11

A

The iniquity of ____.

Trespass (16)

12

A

For a vow, a lamb with anything ____, was not accepted.

Superfluous (23)

1

D

The earliest/youngest a sheep could be offered was this day.

Eighth (27)

3

D

Could not eat of the holy thing.

Sojourner (10)

5

D

The man who is seed of ____ and a leper shall not eat the holy thing.

Aaron (4)

6

D

Unwittingly eating of the holy thing caused a ____ part penalty.

Fifth (14)

7

D

If a ____, a priest’s daughter, who had married a stranger, could eat of
the holy thing.

Widow (13)

9

D

A ____ offering for a vow required a perfect sacrifice.

Peace (21)

10

D

Three times here the Lord spake unto him.

Moses (2,17,26)

